
1870-BATTLE
OF FISH CREEK

1870- THE FINAL SHOTS
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1876-THE SURRENDER
OF BIG BEAR

A  B R I E F  H I S T O R Y  O F

THE NORTH-
WEST
REBELLION

On May 1st during the late 1870’s Colonel
Otter moved west from Battleford with
over 300+ men while the Indigenous force
had countless advantages of terrain.
Otter’s 300+ men were surrounded on an
incline. After around 6 hours of fighting
Otter decided to retreat standing no
chance. Eight of Otter’s force died and 5 or
6 Indigenous people were killed.

Mistahimaskwa also known as “Big Bear” is best known for his
refusal to sign “Treaty 6” in 1876, and for his band’s involvemen
in violent conflicts associated with the 1885 North-West
Rebellion. In 1865, Big Bear emerged as headman of a small
band of Cree people near Fort Pitt with most extended family
members.

1885- BATTLE OF DUCK
LAKE
Battle of duck lake the metis were occupying duck
lake when Superintendent Lief Crozier.
Commanded his troops (North-West Mounted
Police) to attack Duck Lake on the morning of 26
March 1885. The battle ended shortly after the
metis and the first nations had a negotiation with
the northwest mountain, with the police and
volunteers retreating to Fort Carlton..

1885-BATTLE OF BATOCHE
The Battle of Batoche happened on the morning of May
9th, 1885. Many of his forces struck carefully. The troops
marched out in the morning, attacked the Metis forces with
a very low succession rate and retreated to their camp at
night. Eight of Middleton’s force died during the Battle of
Batoche. The general reported 51 Metis and First Nations
were killed. Louis Riel surrendered on May 15th as Gabriel
Dumont fled to Montana.

Making an advancement against the entrenched
Indigenous warriors would have been very difficult

May 14th in the late 1870’s. Strange’s scouts couldn’t
find a way around the Cree positions. They fired at
each other from a long range for many hours until

both sides decided to retreat.

1884-RETURN OF
RIEL

Return of Riel; Reil came back after years of
exile in the United States in July 4, 1884. Riel

led two popular Metis governments which
were centralized in bringing Manitoba into

Confederation which led Louis Riel to be
hung for high treason..

1885-
CANADA'S MOBILIZATI

ON OF TROOPS
The government of Ottawa had an immense plan. As

only a few hundred full-time soldiers in Canada,
the malitia mobilization started to take place on

March 25, 1885 which was the day before the Battle
of Duck Lake. The Canadian soldiers were sent across

unfinished gaps in the new railway, making them
reach Qu’Appelle, Saskatchewan, by April 10th. In a
couple weeks around 3,000 Canadian troops were

transported west. From the West around 1,700 of the
eventual total of over 5,000 troops that Major-
General Frederick Middleton would command.


